Members of the serine family of site-specific recombinases exchange DNA strands via 180
INTRODUCTION
Serine recombinases are a family of site-specific DNA recombinases that rearrange DNA by an unusual mechanism involving rotation about a relatively flat, hydrophobic interface within a multimeric catalytic module ( Figure 1 ; reviewed in (1) ). This mechanism is unprecedented: although other macromolecular systems such as the bacterial flagellum and the F 1 F 0 ATPase also have components that can rotate a full 360
• relative to other components, they involve rotation of a stalk within a sheath rather than a molecular swivel in which half of the entire complex rotates relative to the other half.
Our model system is Sin, a member of the 'small' serine recombinase sub-family (2) . Sin is encoded on ∼50% of staphylococcal plasmids, many of which also encode antibiotic resistance (3, 4) . Sin is presumed to resolve plasmid dimers (that result from replication restart) into monomers, as has been demonstrated for related enzymes (5, 6) . Other well-studied small serine recombinases include the resolvases encoded by the ␥␦ and Tn3 transposons and the DNA invertases Gin and Hin (reviewed in (1, 7, 8) ). The other major group of serine recombinases, termed 'large' for their larger DNA binding domains, serve as integrases for some bacteriophages and mobile genetic elements (9) . Members of both subfamilies are used as biotechnology tools. They catalyze rearrangements such as insertions, deletions and inversions at specific DNA sequences without relying on the hosts' DNA repair machinery, and for resolvases such as Sin, chimeric proteins with 'designer' specificity can be engineered (10, 11) .
In the prevailing model for strand exchange, two serine recombinase dimers bind two double-stranded DNAs at conserved crossover sites (reviewed in (1)). Upon tetramerization, the recombinase makes double-stranded breaks in both DNA duplexes. The cleavage reaction employs a nucleophilic serine to displace a DNA 3'O, forming an intermediate in which each protein subunit is covalently linked to a broken DNA end. To exchange strands, one half of the protein-DNA complex swivels 180
• relative to the other half ( Figure 1 ). The religation reaction is the reverse of the cleavage reaction. No high energy cofactors (such as ATP) or divalent cations are required.
Serine recombinases are generally regulated by controlling the step at which two crossover site -bound dimers are converted to a catalytically active tetramer. This step requires large conformational changes, which lead to weaker interactions of each individual subunit with its initial dimerization partner, and tighter interactions with a new partner to form the 'rotating dimers' that move together during recombination (the green-yellow, and blue-purple pairs in Figure 1 ). For resolvases such as Sin, this is triggered by assembly of a larger complex termed a 'synaptosome'. The synaptosome includes the crossover-site bound subunits plus additional proteins and DNA; for Sin, two additional Sin dimers and two copies of the DNA bending protein HU are needed, whereas other serine resolvases such as ␥␦ and Tn3 use four additional resolvase dimers (see (12) for a structure-based model of the Sin synaptosome). The synaptosome serves as a topological filter to ensure that recombination occurs exclusively between the appropriate partner sites, aligned in the appropriate orientation to achieve plasmid dimer resolution (rather than inversion Recombination by serine recombinases. The cartoon shows the catalytic domain core ('cat') and the DNA binding domain ('DBD') of each subunit linked by helix E. Two protein dimers each bind a double-stranded crossover site DNA, then interact to form a tetramer. Tetramerization is usually triggered by other factors, but is rendered spontaneous by the activating mutations used in this study. It entails a large conformational change in which the E helices repack relative to the catalytic core. A double-strand break is then made in each crossover site, after which half of the complex (one 'rotating dimer,' here the lower two subunits shown in yellow and green) rotates relative to the other half to exchange DNA strands. DNA strands can be religated after every 180 • of rotation. Small red spheres mark the active site serines.
of the intervening segment, or insertion of one plasmid into another) (12, 13) . In the context of the synaptosome, unidirectional (right-handed) rotation is driven by relaxing supercoils (14) . Other small serine recombinases are regulated by similar sets of accessory factors. However, many constitutively active mutants of Sin and other serine recombinases have been identified (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . These mutants escape regulation and recombine crossover site-carrying DNAs in the absence of accessory factors. Some of these have been shown to form tetramers in vitro even in the absence of DNA (21) . These mutants can also recombine linear DNAs in vitro, proving that thermal energy is sufficient to drive rotation, although thermal energy alone cannot favor one direction of rotation over the other.
A wealth of data supports the rotational mechanism for strand exchange (1) . For example, rotation explains the carefully-measured changes in plasmid topology introduced by recombination (14) . Multiple rounds of recombination (without dissociation of the synaptosome) result in defined product topologies after rotation of 180
• , 360
• , 540
• , 720
• , etc, and when the two base pairs at the centers of the crossover sites differ such that religation after 180
• would create mismatches, the 360
• -rotated product is formed with no intermediate DNA religation or rearrangements of the proteins as would be required for any mechanism that does not involve rotation (13, (22) (23) (24) (25) . Rotation has also been observed in real time in single molecule experiments (26) (27) (28) . The velocity measured in such experiments depends upon torque but when examined under similar conditions, DNA relaxation induced by a serine recombinase was slower than that induced by a type IB topoisomerase (29) .
Serine recombinases have a modular architecture: one domain, usually C-terminal, is required for sequencespecific DNA binding, and the other, termed the catalytic domain, is responsible for catalysis, oligomerization, and rotation but does not bind DNA strongly in isolation. The core of the catalytic domain contains a four-stranded ␤-sheet flanked by four ␣-helices (30) . A fifth helix, termed helix E, is connected to the core by a highly flexible linker and is not required for folding of the core (31) . The catalytic domains formed dimers in crystal structures of WT small serine recombinases (with and without the DNA binding domains), whereas they formed tetramers in structures of constitutively active mutants (12, (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . In both oligomeric states, helix E is at the center of the interface with other subunits. However, the conformational change between the dimeric and tetrameric states extensively remodels helix E's inter-and intramolecular interactions.
All the tetramer structures have a central flat, hydrophobic interface formed primarily by interactions between two pairs of antiparallel E helices. The largest difference among these structures is that one half of the tetramer is rotated about this interface with respect to the other half. The first structure of an activated serine recombinase mutant was of full length ␥␦ resolvase, which crystallized with crossover site DNA in a post-cleavage conformation (33) . In this and other independent structures of activated ␥␦ resolvase tetramers (including a Hin-␥␦ chimaera with DNA and an isolated catalytic domain), and in a structure of the catalytic domain of TP901-1 integrase, whether or not DNA and the DNA-binding domain were present, the two pairs of antiparallel E helices cross at approximately 85
• (34, 38) . However, subsequent structures, using activated variants of different serine recombinases, showed different crossing angles: 50
• for the Sin R54E/Q115R catalytic domain and ∼127
• for an activated Gin catalytic domain (35, 36) . Additionally, crosslinking of Hin residues during recombination detected a state in which the crossing angle is ∼0
• (39) . Although all the active tetramers have approximate 222 symmetry (i.e. three mutually perpendicular twofold axes that intersect in one central point), that symmetry is perfect only in the lower-resolution structures. The Sin R54E/Q115R structure probably represents the closest approximation to the 0
• /180
• -rotated cleavage-and religation-ready state because uncleaved DNA could be docked onto it, with both scissile phosphates aligned with the active sites, whereas in other tetrameric structures the active sites are too far apart to do so (36, 37) .
Taken together, the biochemical and structural evidence strongly support recombination via rotation, but very little data existed to describe the mechanics of the rotational movement itself. Additional questions remained: if each serine recombinase can presumably adopt any rotational conformation, why has each recombinase been observed in only one rotational state? Do the rotating halves of the tetramer move as rigid bodies, or do the individual subunits flex during rotation? Is rotation through 180
• smooth, or does it proceed through transient, metastable states? Does the active site remain fully assembled throughout rotation?
In this study, we address these questions using a combination of x-ray crystallography and normal mode analysis. We report four new crystal structures of the catalytic domains of constitutively active mutants of Sin that highlight the fluid nature of the tetramer interface. The most striking of the new structures is that of Sin R54E/I113V, which shows two distinct rotational states for the same recombinase, within the same crystal. Additionally, normal mode analysis (42) predicts that the most likely large-scale conformational change that these structures would undergo in solution corresponds to the expected rotation. Our findings provide new, strong support for the rotational model of strand exchange, and also provide new insight into how it occurs: inter-dimer contacts can be optimized throughout rotation by flexibility in the outer regions of the interface and by using a series of slightly different pivot points.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selenomethionine protein expression and purification
Activating mutations were cloned into the plasmid pSA1162, which encodes the N-terminal domain (residues 1-128, with no additional tags) of pI9789 Sin recombinase. The resulting plasmids were transformed into Rosetta (DE3)[pLysS] (Novagen) cells. Colonies were inoculated into a 40 ml starter culture in Luria broth with 0.04% glucose, 50 g/ml kanamycin and 33 g/ml chloramphenicol. The starter culture was grown at 37
• C and 300 rpm until OD 600 was 0.4-0.5, then cells were spun down at ∼750 g in a swinging bucket rotor at 4
• C and resuspended in 40 ml M9 minimal medium (Fisher Scientific) with additives (0.04% glucose, 10 mM sodium chloride, 0.1 mM calcium chloride, 2 mM magnesium sulfate and 1 mg/ml thiamine). The resuspended cells were split between two 1-L flasks of M9 media with additives. When the 1-L cultures reached an OD 600 of 0.4-0.5, a six amino acid cocktail was added to a final concentration of 100 mg/l of each of L-isoleucine, L-leucine, L-lysine, L-phenylalanine, L-threonine and L-valine, and selenomethionine was added to a final concentration of 60 mg/l. The culture was grown for another 15 minutes, then expression was induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl ␤-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside for 3 h. The cells were harvested via centrifugation, then stored at -20
• C. Cell pellets were resuspended in 50 ml lysis buffer (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and Roche complete mini protease inhibitor), then sonicated to lyse the cells. Cells were centrifuged at 18 000 rpm in an SS-34 rotor for 30 min. The pellet was resuspended in wash buffer (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and one tablet per liter Roche complete mini protease inhibitor) and spun down again at 18 000 rpm for 30 min in the SS-34 rotor; this wash step was repeated twice. The final pellet was resuspended in buffer A (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 3 M urea and 1 mM DTT) then centrifuged at 18 000 rpm for 30 min. The soluble fraction contained denatured Sin, which was filtered with a 0.22 m vacuum filter, then loaded onto a Q FF anion exchange column (Amersham). Protein was eluted using a gradient of buffer B (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 2 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 3 M urea and 1 mM DTT). The fractions containing Sin were pooled and dialyzed into buffer C (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 2 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M urea and 1 mM DTT). Sin was refolded via several successive dialysis steps into the following buffers: (i) buffer D (buffer C with 1 M urea), (ii) buffer E (buffer C with no urea), (iii) buffer F (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 M ammonium sulfate, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM DTT), then two dialysis steps in storage buffer (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 M ammonium sulfate, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 5% glycerol). Each liter of culture yielded 50-60 mg of protein. Each mutant was concentrated to ∼100 mg/ml using Amicon centrifugal filters (10 000 MWCO cutoff), aliquoted, and stored at -80
• C.
Crystallization
Sin R54E/I113V catalytic domain crystals were grown using the hanging drop vapor diffusion method. Protein stocks were diluted 1:10 in 25 mM HEPES pH 7.0 and 500 mM (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , then mixed 1:1 with well solution. Sin R54E/I113V grew in large, disordered spheres after a month in 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.0, 1.38-1.5 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 8% PEG 400 and 10 mM DTT at 19
• C. These crystals were streak-seeded using horse hair into new drops containing a 1:1 mix of diluted protein and well solution (100 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 1.41 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 6% PEG 200 and 10 mM DTT) at 19
• C, but after several months, trays were kept at room temperature due to incubator failure. Streak seeded crystals were more regular but very small after eight months, so the 2 l drops were aspirated and diluted into 500 mM (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 . New trays were set up with drops containing 0.5 l diluted microcrystals, 1.1 l protein stock (diluted 1:10 as in previous trays), and 1. Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 10 5289 Crystallization of the Sin R54E/I100T, Sin R54E/I100T/Q115R and Sin R54E/T77I/I100T/Q115R catalytic domains was more straightforward. Each of these crystals grew in less than a week using the hanging drop vapor diffusion method. All catalytic domain stocks were diluted 1:10 and mixed 1:1 with a reservoir solution and incubated at 19
• C. Sin R54E/I100T grew in a well containing 10 mM DTT, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 1.77 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 13% PEG400 and 5% propylene glycol; the crystal was dipped into a similar solution containing 10% propylene glycol prior to freezing with liquid nitrogen. Sin R54E/I100T/Q115R was grown over a well containing 10 mM DTT, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 1.92 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 8% PEG 400 and 10% propylene glycol; the crystals were frozen without additional cryoprotection. Sin R54E/T77I/I100T/Q115R was grown over a well containing 10 mM DTT, 500 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 0.96 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 8% PEG 400; the crystals were dipped into the same buffer supplemented with 10% propylene glycol for cryoprotection prior to freezing. Diffraction data for all three mutants were collected at the SBC 19-ID-D beamline at APS.
All data sets were indexed and scaled using the HKL2000/3000 suites (40) . As the data were originally processed to higher resolution than was used in refinement, data were later rescaled using the 'no merge original index' option to obtain appropriate merging statistics in the outermost bins for Table 1 . Anisotropic resolution limits were estimated using the anisotropy server (41) . The Sin R54E/I100T, R54E/I100T/Q115R, and R54E/T77I/I100T/Q115 structures were solved using Phaser molecular replacement in the Phenix suite, using a monomer from the Sin R54E/Q115R structure as the search model (PDBid 3pkz) (36, 42) . The Sin R54E/I100T B-factors are significantly higher than is typical for structures of this resolution. Therefore, although the main chain density is well-defined in most parts, the electron density for many side chains is poor. The Sin R54E/I113V structure was phased by molecular replacement using Phaser and using a rotating dimer from our R54E/I100T structure as the search model. The slightly different rotating dimer conformation observed in the absence of the Q115R change explains why the I113V structure could be solved by using a rotating dimer from the I100T structure but not the Q115R structure for molecular replacement. Successive rounds of refinement were primarily carried out in Phenix. However, we utilized the Sosnick lab's Godzilla torsion angle optimization and real-space refinement server to optimize our model's geometry at several points during refinement (43) . Twofold NCS restraints were used in refining the I100T/Q115R structure. All models were built with Coot (44) .
Rotation angles were calculated using only the E helices as guides because that is where the electron density is most well-defined and because the relative orientation of the E helix to the catalytic core is somewhat variable.
To calculate buried surface areas, we substituted methionine for selenomethionine in the structures and calculated accessible hydrophobic surface areas using NACCESS (45) . For each tetramer, we calculated solvent-accessible hydrophobic surface area of each rotating dimer separately, then subtracted that of the intact tetramer.
Normal mode analysis
Normal mode analysis was performed using the ElNemo server (46) . The default cutoff for elastic residues was 8Å. Minimum and maximum perturbations were selected to show the greatest range of motion without disrupting the secondary structure. NRBL, the number of residues grouped together in calculations, was set to 1.
All structure figures were made using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.8 Schrödinger, LLC).
RESULTS
Structure determination
The catalytic domains (residues 1-128) of four constitutively active Sin mutants (I113V, I100T, 100T/Q115R, and T77I/I100T/Q115R) were expressed in Escherichia coli grown with selenomethionine, purified, and crystallized as described in the methods section. As for our previous Sin Q115R structure, all variants also included the R54E mutation, which improves solubility but does not significantly affect catalytic activity (for simplicity, this substitution is omitted in further descriptions) (20) . Mutations were selected from a large collection of constitutively activating substitutions that map to different inter-and intramolecular contacts in Sin structures (12, 20, 36) . I113V was chosen because of its strong activating effect and intriguing location within the flat interface (20) . T77I/I100T/Q115R was chosen because when mixed with crossover site DNAs in vitro, it stabilized synaptic complexes that migrated differently in gels from those formed with the Q115R single mutation, suggesting a different rotational state or different dynamics within the tetramer (20) . We also previously characterized the biochemical properties of the I100T and Q115R variants (21) . For the strongly activated Q115R protein, we found by analytical ultracentrifugation that it is ∼50% tetrameric (with and without DNA) at 800-900 nM [Sin] , that the recombination rate is highly concentrationdependent, and that the steepest part of a rate versus concentration curve correlates fairly well with the dimertetramer equilibrium constant. I100T Sin is less strongly activated, largely dimeric with a tiny tetramer peak in the ultracentrifuge, and required much higher concentrations for activity.
All four structures were phased by molecular replacement, and the solutions were checked by confirming the alignment of the SeMet residues with peaks in the anomalous difference Fouriers. Refinement statistics for these structures are shown in Table 1 .
Structure of Sin I113V reveals two rotational states
Crystals of Sin I113V diffracted slightly anisotropically to ∼3.2-3.3Å and were solved by molecular replacement with a Sin I100T dimer (discussed below) as the search model. The asymmetric unit contains 12 protomers arranged into three tetramers. Within these tetramers, the backbone structures of the six 'rotating dimers' (the pairs of subunits expected to move together during rotation) are all quite similar except for variations in the flexible loop (residues 95-103) between the core and helix E, and small adjustments in the position of helix E. However, the relative orientations of the rotating dimer pairs comprising each tetramer vary ( Figure 2) . Two of the three I113V tetramers (subunits ABCD and EFGH) adopted a rotational state similar to that previously observed for Sin Q115R (the presumably unrotated state), with the two pairs of antiparallel E helices crossed at [45] [46] [47] [48] • (36). However, in the third tetramer (subunits IJKL) the crossing angle is only 15
• . This is the first time that two rotational states have been observed for any individual serine recombinase, and comparison of these two states is particularly well-controlled because they are the same constitutively active mutant and in the same crystal.
Within the limits of our resolution, the active site appears to be fully assembled in all three Sin I113V tetramers--that is, all the catalytic arginine residues coordinate a sulfate ion that binds where the scissile phosphate was seen in activated ␥␦ resolvase--DNA structures. Previously, similarly assembled active sites were seen only in the 'unrotated' Sin Q115R structure. In addition to the nucleophilic serine (Ser9 for Sin), serine recombinase active sites include an arginine-rich binding pocket for the scissile phosphate; this is occupied by a sulfate ion in our structures. In inactive dimers Arg 69, which is the likely general acid for the cleavage reaction, is flipped away from the active site pocket, whereas in the I113V and Q115R Sin tetramers, it has moved to interact with the sulfate ion (12, 36, 47) .
Further variation revealed by three additional structures
Crystals of Sin I100T contained a single tetramer in the asymmetric unit and diffracted anisotropically to 3.4-3.1 A. Phases were determined by molecular replacement using a single subunit of Sin Q115R as a model. Two additional crystal forms of Sin I100T were solved but not pursued further because the overall structure was similar but the resolution was lower. The rotational state of this tetramer (crossing angle 59-60
• ) differs by ∼10-15
• from that of Sin Q115R and Sin I113V tetramers ABCD and EFGH (Figure 3A and B) . This represents a third observed rotational state for Sin.
The Sin I100T/Q115R and T77I/I100T/Q115R structures are nearly identical ( Figure 3C and D) . They crystallized in the same space group, with two subunits in the asymmetric unit, and diffracted isotropically to 2.7Å and anisotropically to 2.6-2.4Å, respectively. These structures were solved by molecular replacement using a Sin Q115R monomer as a search model. As additional verification, we later calculated experimental phases using the known po- sitions of the Se atoms ( Figure 3G ). Crystallographic symmetry reconstructs a tetramer in which the E helices cross at 60
• . Each polypeptide chain forms a rotating dimer with its own symmetry mate: that is, with respect to Figure 1 , the asymmetric unit corresponds to one blue plus one green subunit, and a crystallographic twofold axis runs vertically through the center of the complex. In both structures, one rotating dimer has a lower average B-factor than the other: 114 versus 180 for T77I/I100T/Q115R and 112 versus 144 for I100T/Q115R. Furthermore, the B-factors for the less well-ordered dimer are lowest at the center of the flat interface, and highest at the periphery ( Figure 3E ). This suggests that one dimer is relatively firmly locked in place by crystal packing whereas its partner samples an ensemble of similar but non-identical rotational orientations. This epitomizes the difficulties in crystallizing active serine recombinases, but has mechanistic implications: it suggests that even within a particular rotational sub-state, the local energy well may be rather broad and shallow.
Comparison of activated Sin structures
Among the multiple determinations of the monomer structure, the most variable region is the loop that connects the core to helix E ( Figure 2D ). This loop forms the periphery of the tetramer interface, and our normal mode analysis (described below) suggests that flexibility in this loop may help avoid steric clashes with DNA overhangs and other protein loops during rotation. The hydrophobic side chains that protrude from helix E into the rotational interface also adopt different rotamers on different subunits and in different rotational states, most notably the large but highly flexible M109 and M119.
The structures of rotating dimers can be grouped into two categories based on the distance between their D helices, which correlates with the presence or absence of the Q115R mutation ( Figure 3A-D) . When Q115R is not present (Sin I100T, Sin I113V) the D helices within a rotating dimer pack against one another, similar to the architecture of ␥␦ and Gin rotating dimers, with the amides of the two copies of Q115 hydrogen bonded to one another (Figure 3f ) (34, 35) . When Q115R is present, subtle shifts in the interand intra-molecular interactions of helix E move the two D helices ∼4Å apart to accommodate the tips of the Arg115 side chains and the sulfate ion that interacts with them. As Q115R is the most activating single mutation isolated for Sin, this conformational shift is unlikely to be deleterious to catalytic activity (20) .
None of the five Sin tetramer structures now available exhibit perfect 222 symmetry (which entails three mutually perpendicular twofold axes that intersect at a single point).
For instance, in all three I113V tetramers, the internal twofold axes of the two rotating dimers are offset from one another by several angstroms rather than being co-linear (Figure 4 ). For the I110T/Q115R and T77I/I100T/Q115R tetramers, in which the internal twofold axes of the rotating dimers coincide with a crystallographic twofold axis, that axis and the other local symmetry axes do not intersect at a common point and sometimes involve a translational ('screw') component. Furthermore, even tetramers that have a similar overall rotational conformation vary in detail (e.g. Q115R versus I113V tetramer 1). When the E helices from one rotating dimer of each structure are aligned, the other pair of E helices sample an array of angles (Figure 4E ). This variability (along with the B-factor variability noted above) suggests that the states seen in our crystals reflect broad, shallow minima in the rotational energy landscape.
How do the activating mutations used here exert their effects? The mutated residues make different interactions in the active tetramer structures than they do in the inactive WT dimer structure (Supplementary Figure S1) , which supports the idea that their mutation tips the energetic balance between the two conformations. Quantifying their expected effects on the stability of each conformation is difficult for several reasons: the mutations used here are quite subtle (Ile versus Val or Thr), the electron density is sometimes unclear for the tips of the side chains in question, and due to imperfect symmetry in the dimer as well as the tetramer structures, the details of the interactions these residues make are slightly different in each subunit. However, the sum of these small changes in each subunit must be sufficient to favor tetramer formation even in the absence of the accessory factors that WT Sin requires.
Surface area burial of different states is similar
To address whether or not one rotational state is significantly more favorable than the others, we calculated the hydrophobic surface area that is buried in the Sin I113V rotational interfaces, which can be taken as a rough proxy for energy (48, 49) . We focused on the different Sin I113V tetramers to avoid confounding effects due to different activating mutations. For each tetramer, we calculated the sum of the hydrophobic surface area of two rotating dimers minus that of the tetramer. The rotational interfaces of the Sin I113V ABCD and IJKL tetramers differ by only 5%: they bury 2499 and 2374Å 2 of hydrophobic surface area, respectively. For comparison, in the Q115R structure, tetramers ABCD and IJKL (which are nearly identical to one another) bury 2636 and 2621Å 2 . These data support the hypothesis that the two I113V tetramers represent energetically similar minima in the rotational landscape.
Normal mode analysis
To examine the most energetically accessible large-scale motions that Sin tetramers are likely to undergo, we used the ElNémo server to predict their normal modes (46) . This server approximates the protein's potential energy function around an initial state using an elastic network model essentially consisting of simple springs that mimic the connections between amino acids. A simple Hookean potential is applied to all atoms in the structure, and the matrix of mass-weighted second derivatives is diagonalized to give eigenvectors (modes) and eigenvalues (frequencies). Although the explicit values for the speed and amplitude of motion are arbitrary in such calculations, the lowest frequency modes are likely to describe the direction of biologically relevant conformational changes. In a survey of 3814 proteins with an open and closed state in the PDB, approximately half of the transitions were described by one or both of the first two normal modes (48) . In other studies, a superposition of the lowest-frequency normal modes described the changes between the open and closed state of a protein and predicted conformational changes in DNA polymerases and other systems (49, 50) .
The first non-trivial normal modes for both Sin I113V tetramer conformations describe rotation: the two rotating dimers swivel with respect to each other at the rotational interface ( Figure 5 and supplementary movie 1) . The two antiparallel E helices of each rotating dimer remain paired. However, in addition to the overall rotation seen within the tetramer, the core of each subunit moves with respect to its E-helix ( Figure 5C ). This intramolecular motion agrees with the flexibility seen in our crystal structures and with the dramatic shifts between the core and helix E that occur in the dimer to tetramer transition (compare Figures 2D and  5C and Supplementary Figure S1 ) (51) . Flexibility in the helix E-core connector loop may allow the Sin structure to 'breathe' in order to transition between low energy states in the rotation pathway. The ElNemo server returns very similar results for normal mode analysis of the other structures reported here, and of the tetrameric catalytic domains of two other serine recombinases: activated Gin invertase (PDBID 3UJU) and ␥␦ resolvase (PDBID 1ZR2) (Supplementary Figures S2 and S3) . The DNA and DNA bind- ing domains were removed from the ␥␦ structure to prevent small fluctuations in those regions from dominating the normal modes. The first normal modes of both structures show rotation about the central interface, and also show the core of each monomer flexing with respect to the E helix. The exact location of the pivot axes for the predicted local swiveling motions is variable, as shown in Figure 5 for the two I113V tetramers. Although the detailed reasons for this variability are unclear, it correlates with the other signs of plasticity noted in the rotational interface, such as the variability of the dimer-dimer orientation even when the overall crossing angles are similar, the flexibility of the loop leading into helix E, and the variability of the rotamers adopted by side chains at the interface. These observations imply that, rather than smoothly rotating 180
• about a single twofold axis, Sin tetramers may stochastically switch pivot points and re-optimize packing throughout rotation.
DISCUSSION
The crystal structures and normal mode analyses presented here provide strong support for the hypothesis that serine recombinases rearrange DNA via subunit rotation and provide new insights into that process. Structures of serine recombinase tetramers are now available that map out 180
• of rotation, with the largest gap between snapshots being only ∼70
• ( Figure 6 ). Our structure of the catalytic domain of the constitutively active mutant Sin I113V is the first to show two different rotational states for any given serine recombinase. Since these states are seen for the same protein variant and within the same crystal, they provide a particularly well-controlled comparison of different rotational states. Furthermore, as one of two states seen for I113V is very similar to one seen for the previously reported Q115R mutant, this work disproves the hypothesis that the different rotation states reported for different serine recombinases are simply artifacts of the particular activating mutations used.
Our data also support an enhanced model of rotation during recombination. As normal mode analysis predicts that the different tetramers pivot locally about different points, and that these pivots do not correspond exactly to local symmetry axes, we propose that rotation from 0
• to 180
• utilizes a series of slightly different pivot points that optimize local packing and may entail small translational movements as well. Comparison of our collection of Sin tetramer structures also suggests that rotation entails reorientation of large hydrophobic side chains at the center of the interface, and conformational flexibility in the core-helix E connector loop at the periphery of the interface. This loop's flexibility may also allow an inchworm-like motion in which different copies of the loop within the tetramer readjust individually, so that when one copy jumps to a new position to accommodate rotation, other copies may maintain stable contacts across the rotation interface. The existence of shallow energetic minima within the energetic landscape during rotation from 0
• may be an unavoidable consequence of the knobs-into-holes model of helix-helix packing (52) . Comparison of the crossing angles seen in serine recombinase tetramer structures with those tabulated in a recent survey of helix-helix crossing angles in soluble and transmembrane structures shows that the cleavage-competent Sin, rotated Sin, Gin and ␥␦ crossing angles fall into the third, fourth, fifth and eighth most populated clusters for soluble protein structures, respectively (53) . Consideration of the additional clusters may be useful for future studies modeling the full rotation of serine recombinases.
The observation that the two very different Sin I113V tetramers bury a very similar amount of hydrophobic surface implies that the already-documented minima are of roughly equal depth. Modeling of rotation based on the first ␥␦ resolvase structure also suggested that it would not require large changes in buried hydrophobic surface area (33) . Our normal mode analysis and the variability within the several structures that adopt a similar rotational state indicate that these dimples in the energetic landscape are relatively shallow. If we are correct with regards to which rotational state represents the 0
• point where DNA cleavage and religation occur, this implies that there is no protein-dictated 'pause point' that would favor DNA religation. This agrees with studies of other serine recombinases showing that Watson-Crick and base stacking interactions between the 2-nt 3 overhangs at the crossover site are very important in stabilizing the complex at 0
• and 180
• for religation to occur (27) . However, certain mutations in Hin led to accumulation of double-strand breaks, suggesting that they disrupt a protein-directed pause at 0
• and 180 • (54). Those observations may be reconciled if the Hin mutations in question, which change hydrophobic residues to polar or charged ones, render one rotational state more stable than the others.
Why would nature harness multiple pivot points for rotational movement, rather than simply swivel about a single axis? A one-pivot model would work best with a completely flat rotational interface, but amino acid side chains inevitably produce a surface with at least small knobs and holes. These knobs and holes may also serve a purpose: by increasing the hydrophobic surface area compared to a theoretical perfectly flat landscape, they increase the energy barrier for dissociation of the tetramer during recombination and therefore may help prevent the formation of the double-stranded breaks that dissociation would create. The asymmetry across structures and multiple pivot points may also be an unavoidable consequence of using protein to build a rotational platform. A single pivot, if it coincided with an overall twofold symmetry axis, would force the complex to pack two hills or two valleys against one another at the center. Conversely, if the same off-center pivot point were used throughout rotation, it might at some point expose part of the hydrophobic interface surface to solvent. Multiple pivot points may thus be required to allow optimal interface packing through 180
• of rotation. Finally, the variations among the multiple serine recombinase tetramer structures presented here and elsewhere suggest that rotation may not follow a single, well-defined pathway. While the rotational interface is hydrophobic and unusually flat, it is also remarkably plastic: some translational motion is clearly allowed, as is reorientation of large hydrophobic side chains and the core-helix E loop. Recombination may result from a random-walk like exploration of the many possible dimer-dimer orientations that keep the hydrophobic surface protected from solvent.
DATA AVAILABILITY
Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited with the PDB and raw crystallographic data with SBgrid. The accession numbers are: for Sin R54E/I113V, PDBid 5c31 and SBgrid data set 146; for Sin R54E/I100T, 5c32 and 144; for Sin R54E/I110T/Q115R, 5c34 and 143; for Sin R54E/T77I/I100T/Q115R, 5c35 and 145. See also Table 1. 
